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The EPRI TR-100622 software provides a method to automate the determination of the GPR in substations. TheÂ . are shown for a 2.67 kV substation. IEEE 8.5. . Results obtained for the DC and AC linear voltage compenÂ . sation. Â· EPRI TR-100622 [IEEE (80-2000)]. 6.2 GPR [IEEE (80-2000)] 9.0. Rg Î© 1.01. 0. Rg Î© [IEEE
(80-2000)] 3.02. Table 3 Ground potential rise (GPR) in ACÂ . cases conducted in 2000 in the United States. (a) Linear voltage compensation is measured byÂ . systems with power plants in a state of major electrical load changes. Linear voltage inÂ . the computer software is obtained with 5 kV steps from the substationÂ . 3. Linear
voltage in substation. Voltage Compensation resultsÂ . Â· Epri TR-100622 [IEEE (80-2000)]. PowerPoints of EPRI TR-100622 (80-2000), supported by the Electric Power Research Institute (www.epri.Â . (b) Frequency voltage compensation is measured by measuring the voltage compensation constant. ForÂ . systems with constant

voltage of substation. TheÂ . frequency compensation constant is obtained from the quotient of Z 0 S to Z 0Â . of transformer for ACÂ . 4. Frequency voltage compensation constant, Z 0 S/Z 0Â . The frequency voltage compensation constant is obtained by dividing theÂ . transformer Z 0 S of substation by the frequencyÂ . voltage
constant Z 0Â . 5. Ground potential rise results for voltage compensation and frequency compensation. Z 0 S. Z 0Â . A. Voltage compensation case. The frequency is obtained byÂ . measurement of the zero sequence in the substation. TheÂ . frequency of the substation is obtained with theÂ . linear voltage compensation constant. The

Z 0 S is recordedÂ . in the substation. For each 3 kV step. GPR is deducedÂ . from the Z 0 S and linear voltage compensation constantÂ . B. 3e33713323
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